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1. - INTRODUCTION. -

The measurements which I am going to discuss have b een peE. 
formed in collaboration between the Bologna University and CERN(x), 
with the aim of determining the nuclear capture rate of a;"- meson I'y a 
proton, when the process 

(1) 

is observed in a target of gaseous hydrogen. 

The rate of reaction (1) is fore seen in the frame of the pre
sent theory of weak interactions; and the result of an experiment which 
produces thi·s value has to be considered among the most interesting 
tests of the (V - A) form of these interactions. Furthermore, such a 
measurement yields a datum on the still uncertain value of the constant 
gp' which describes the pseudoscalar coupling induced in weak proces
ses when particles with a strong structure are also involved (see Appel! 
dix). 

(0) - Text of a lecture held in Bologna, during the Seminari Bolognesi 
di Fisica Sperimentale, March 20-22nd 1967. 

(x) - A. Alberigi Quaranta, A. Bertin, G. Matone, F. Palmonari and A. 
Placci (Bologna); and P . Dalpiaz, G. Torelli and E. Zavattini (CERN). 
The experiments have been performed at CERN, using the muon 
channel of the 600 MeV synchrocyclotron(1l. 
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2. 

In order to clear up the general features of the problem, 
and mainly the peculiar requirements which have determined the chol 
ce of the method, let us briefly recall the possible ways of interac
tion of a negative muon with matter, and in particular with a hydrogen 
target. 

1. 1 - When a beam of negative muons of low energy (some 
tens of MeV, for instance) impinges against a solid target constitued 
by an element Y, the situation is the one sketched in Fig. I, i. e. 

a) the )<-- 's may decay following the process 

(2) A - -'> e- + I.) e + ~ 

with a mean lifetime?: = 2.2 microsec (that means at a rate A 0 = 1 / 7: = 
=4.45 105 sec-I); 

b) while crossing the target, the muons lose their energy by 
ionization; in this way, with~n a time very short in comparison to their 
mean lifetime, their energies attain values which are low enough in oE
der that they may be captured by a Y atom in an excited level of the a
tomic system ,MY. Such a system, known as a mesic atom, is formed 
due to the electrostatic attraction hetween the A- and the nucleus of Y , 
and to the relatively long muon lifetime. It decays promptly (i. e. within 
10710 sec) to its ground state , by emission of a series of gamma radia
tions, which are characteristic of the considered element Y; 

c) in the mesic atom ,P- Y, the muon may either decay follu
wing process (2) (at a rate A dY), or be captured by the nucleus of Y, 
by a process analogous to (1), and accompanied by the emission of one 
or more neutrons. This is due to the fact that, since the Bohr orbits of 
the mesic atoms have dimensions which are reduced, in comparison to 
the electronic orbits, by a factor of the order of mA/me = 200, the wa
ve function of the muon overlaps to the nucleus in an exceptional way. 

It has besides to be underlined that the nuclear capture rate 
A cY for negative muons increases with the atomic number Z of the caE. 

turing nucleus Y approximately as fast as Z4 (2). Therefore, whereas 
the latest theoretical predictions give a value of 626 sec -1 for the rate 
of process (1) - when this takes place in a ,b-p atom in the singlet sta
te of the hyperfine structure -, the rates corresponding to the nuclear 
capture of the muon in oxygen (Z = 8) and in iron (Z = 26) are respec~ 
vely larger by a factor about 100 and 10000 (see Table I). 

1. 2. - If now the mesic atoms are formed in a liquid (or ga
seous) hydrogen target, they are born in a statistical mixture of triplet 
and singlet spin states, in eac}lof which process (1) can take place. FUE
thermore, as it is drawn in Fig. 2, the peculiar properties of the A p 
mesoatom and the fluidity of the medium open some new channels in 
comparison to the s~tuation of Fig. 1. The)A. p systems, in fact, are not 
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only electrically neutral, but they al 
so have very little dimensions in co~ 
parison to the ordinary atomic dime!!. 
sions: the Bohr radius of the po p sy ... 
stem is actually r).L = 112 /mf'-e2 = 
= 2. 56 10-11 cm. :their behaviour as 
a whole is therefore similar to the 

FIG. 1 - Negative muons slowing 
one of slow neutrons(3). They diffuse 
throughout the hydrogen, scattering 
against the atoms of such a medium, 

down in a solid target. 

and rapidly leaving the triplet states to populate the lower energy singlet 
states. During the diffusion, the following processes compete: 

a) the formation of a p .... p ion: i. e. the .;Io<-p system may get 
bound to a further hydrogen atom, according to the reaction 

(3) #;P + P ~ Pf'-P 

(which proceeds at a rate A pp) thus constituting a molecular ion, in 
which process (1) may take p"ace at a rate >. mol. 

b) the transfer process of the .;10<-- to impurity atoms: the ele£ 
trical neutrality of the ).A. p systems allows them to arrive in proximity 
of the nuclei of other atoms, without feeling in a critical way the elec
trostatic action due to orbital electrons and nuclei. If in the hydrogen some 
deuterium atoms are present, or even atoms of elements Y the atomic 
number of which is larger than 1, the two reactions 

1... 

NUCLEAR CAPTURE IN 
THE MOLECUL AR ION 

NUCLEAR CAPTURE 
IN DEUTERIUM 

L--:;-:-=:-=-==-::::=-_~S IN A SINGLET STATE 
, NUCLEAR CAPTURE 

IN THE MESIC ATOM 
/.., .... , "/ 

I IN A TRIPLET STATE I\yw 

/..CYw 

NUCLEAR CAPTURE IN Y .. 

/... 

MJCLEAR CAPTURE IN Y 

FIG. 2 - Negative muons slowing down in a hydrogen target 
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(4) 

(5) 

)-<-p + d -?> #d + P 

)t-p + Y .... ~Y + P 

can take place, at rates respectively called A d and >-- y. The result 
of both these processes is the transfer of the."u.- from the ,.....p atom 
to a mesic orbit of one of the extraneous atoms, in which the muon is 
more tightly bound; 

c) the transfer process of the A- to the walls of the contai
ner: while diffusing throughout the hydrogen, the ~p atom may attain 
the walls of the container, where, (let the wall be made of an element 
YW) the reaction 

(6 ) #,-p + YW - """YW + p 

is allowed for the same reasons treated in b), and proceeds at a rate A w. 
Reactions (4), (5) and (6) are irreversible, and, once they ha

ve been produced, the nuclear capture process in the elements d, Y, Y W 
takes place, at a rate competing with the one of the decay (2) in a way 
which increases (as it has been told) approximately with the fourth po
wer of the atomic number of the capturing nucleus. 

In Table I the rates of the main described processes are li
sted, and they are compared wiLh the theoretical predictions [or the r~ 
te at which reaction (1) proceeds, in the atomic and molecular systems 
of Fig. 2. 

The comparison between the maximum predicted value for an 
event of nuclear capture in hydrogen (636 sec-I) with the rate of process 
(2) gives a clear idea of the smallness of the effect we want to observe 
(of the order of 1/1000 compared to (2)); the very high values of the tran 
sfer velocities .x Y give moreover an enormous power to reactions (4)
and (5) in comparisons to those channels which actually produce some 
events due to process (1); and an analogous negative effect is generated 
by the possibility of process (6), as it will be emphasized later. To pe£ 
form a measurement of the rate of reaction (1), one has then to keep 
the following criteria : 

a) to get a clear knowledge of the state of the system from 
which the reaction proceeds: it is important to know wether this is a m2. 
lecular, or an atomic state, and in the latter case which is the hyperfi
ne structure state which the mesic atom occupies when the capture takes 
place. 

b) to prepare the detection of the phenomenon in such a way 
to eliminate (or in any case to reduce to negligible effects) the compe
ting r eactions sketched in Fig. 2 

2 · .... q t 
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TABLE I 

PROCESS 

Muon decay (react. (2}) 

)A.-capture in hydrogen (react. (1), 
theoretical predictions) 

a} p.. p singlet 
b} AP triplet 
c} pp. pion 

pp.p molecular ion formation 
(react. (3}) 

Transfer processes to Z > 1 nuclei 
and to deuterium (react. (4,5, 6)} 

.JA:" nucl. capture in oxygen 

p.- nucl. capture in iron 

-1 
RATE (sec ) 

Ao = 4.45 10 5 

As = 636 ± 50/0(2}; 626 ± 10/0(4} 
).t = 13 ± 50/0(2}; 12 ± 10/0(4} 

"mol= 560 (5); 477 ± 40/0(4) 

). = 2 106 (6,7, 8)(+) 
pp 

t-y = 10 10 + 1011 (+) 

AcO = 9.7 104 (5} 

AcFe = 4.53 106 (5} 

1. 3. - The experiments up to 1964 have been all performed 
by use of liquid hydrogen targets; at such density. due to the high value 
for >'pp. one has a huge formation of molecular ions (p.A p). and the 
nuclear captures proceed mainly from such systems. The results ob
tained for )... mol in these experiments are listed in Table II. 

TABLE II 

Experimental Team Technique ).. (sec-I) 
mol 

CERN - Bologna(9} Bubble chamber 450 ± 50 

Chicago (10) Bubble chamber 428 ± 85 

Columbia (II) Counters 464 ± 42 

The experiments of the CERN - Bologna collaboration, and 
the Chicago experiment have been performed by photographing negati
ve muons stopped in the liquid hydrogen of a bubble chamber: the po-'s 
were recognized by the residual range and by the bending of their tracks 
under the action of the magnetic field; and the events of nuclear capture 
were identified by the lack of the decay electron, and the presence, at a 

(+) - Values referred to the density of liquid hydrogen. 

2 '''' '1:" 
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certain distance from the pOint in which the muon had stopped, of a r~ 
coil proton the energy and the direction of which could be attributed to 
a neutron coming from process (I ) . 

The Columbia experiment, on the contrary, has been based 
on the technique of detecting (by a counters arrangement) the neutrons 
in time correspondence with the stopping of negative muons in hydrogen. 

As it can be seen in Table I, the values obtained in these re
sults are in reasonably good agreement between them; but, since the v~ 
lue which theory had proposed for A mol was 560 sec 1 up to the end of 
these experiments, the idea of a possible discrepancy between the theo
retical predict ions and the experimental results was considered. Then, 
since the value for ).. mol is actually given by 

(7 ) A I = 2 t (3 I 4).. + 1 14 ).. t) mo s 

where 't is a factor which is due to the molecular character of the phe
nomenon, and has to be evaluated theoretically, it was suggested (and 
later confirmed by more precise calculations(4)) that the discrepancy 
could be attributed to the error in the calculation of ;Y ; and that , in o£ 
der to yield a number which might be more reliably compared to the pr~ 
dictions, reaction (I) ought to be produced in a system free from mol e
cular complications, so that the result of the measurement would be on
ly one of the two parameters A sand ).. t. 

The only way of satisfying these requirements is just that of 
observing reaction (I) in a target of hydrogen at such a low density g H 
that the molecular ion formation (which proceeds now at a ratJx) { (r:iHI 
I ~ Hliq) >. pp) is inhibited; and it can be shown that the nuclear captures 
in the pAp ions becomes alrnownfraction.. and less than 100/0, of the an~ 
logous events due to the nuclear captures in the mesic atoms, if uegail. 
ve muons slow down in a target of gaseous hydrogen at a pressure around 
10 abs. atm. 

2. - THE TECHNIQUE AND THE PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS. -

we 
The choice of the method adopted to measure the rate of rea£ 

tion (I) in gaseous hydrogen has been directed towards counters techni
ques. In analogy to the experiment executed by the Columbia group in l:!: 
quid hydrogen, a group of coynters properly situated defines the /c 
stopping in the target; this event opens a gate for a fixed time interval 
{ 11 tJ, which interrogates the assembly of another group of counters 
(Ni ); these ones encircle the target, and are specially constructed to d~ 
tect neutrons. If, during the time Llt, one of the Ni counters detects a 
neutron, one has got what is called an event, i. e. a neutron correlated 
with the stopping of the ;..- which has opened the gate; and, as it will be 

{xl - ~ Hliq being the liquid hydrogen density. 
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seen in detail later, one obtains the measurement of the rate of reac
tion (1) just counting the number of these events, and comparing it 
with the whole number of muons correspondingly stopped in hydrogen. 

From what has been said while discussing the situation skeJ: 
ched in Fig. 2, it is clear that the neutrons (which have been in this way 
identified as events) may be attributed to process (1) only if one has t~ 
ken care of switching off all the processes which compete with it; and 
that, to analyse the data, it is essential to know the spin state of the 
atomic system in which the capture is produced. The fuliilmeht of the
se requirements, all of them preparatory to the chief experiment, has 
imposed the necessity of some preliminary measurements, and the seJ: 
ting up of an unusual technique, which I am going to discuss in what fol 
lows. 

2. 1. - The purification of the gas. - It has previously been 
stated that the Pl"-P molecular ion formation (reaction (3)) can be stro£ 
gly inhibited by slowing down negative muons in gaseous hydrogen at a 
pressure of the order of 10 atm. The problem is now to close all the 
other channels which could yield capture neutrons due to nuclei diffe
rent from hydrogen. 

The elimination of transfer processes to deuterium atoms 
(reac. (4)) has been obtained by using a special type of hydrogen (proto
nium), industrially produced(O), which contains less than 3 p. p. ID. of 
deuterium; since the 1-'-- nuclear capture rate in deuterium(lZ) is 0: the 
same order of magnitude as the rate of nuclear capture in hydrogen, 
this channel is definitive1y forbidden. 

Furthermore, for a system of mesic atoms formed in these 
conditions, the residual channels of Fig. 2 (apart from react. (6)) have a 
flow respectively proportional to the numbers 

where Cy is the concentration of an extraneous element Y in the proto
nium; it is then possible to act on Cy to stop reaction (5): once the tra£ 
sfer velocities ~ yare known, it is easy to determine the maximum 
tolerable concentration cy of the element Y in the protonium, in order 
that the corresponding background effect be made sufficiently small in 
the experiment. 

No satisfactory measurements of the >. y rates were availa
ble when we stated our problem; a preliminary experiment was there-

(0) - The supplying firm is Air Liquide, Paris, France. 
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(13) 
fore performed at CERN to measure such parameters in correspo~ 
dence of a certain number of elements Y. Negative muons were slowed 
down in a target of gaseous hydrogen to which known proportions of the 
element Y had been added. The technique consisted mainly in observing 
the time distribution of the gamma rays (characteristic of the mesic ~ 
tom A-Y) emitted during the de-excitation process which follows reac
tion (5). From this time distribution, characterized by a mean lifetime 
1: such that 

(8 ) II?:. = 

it is easy to calculate A Y' 

>... + 
o 

Monoatomic elements Y have been chosen for the experiment, 
in order that the produced reactions might be as simple and as similar to 
react. (5) as possible; the choice has besides been fixed on noble gases, 
since these cover a large inte rval of atomic numbers Z, and the theorj 14) 
foresees a dependence of >.. Y from Z which we wanted to check. 

The obtained results are shown in Fig. 3, together with those 
which another team published (while our experiment was running) on so 
me of the Y elements which we considered, and exploiting a different t!'O 
chnique. Some theoretical predictions are also quoted in the figure. 

The conclusions one draws from this evidence establish that 
the degree of purity of the protonium is an extremely critical parameter: 
less than 1 p. p. m. of gaseous impurities are actually tolerable if one 
wants to confine the background due to the consequences of reaction (5) 
within tolerable limits. 

The safest way to satisfy this requirement is to purify the 
protonium by a palladium filter(O), which warrants in the purified gas 
less than 10-2 p. p. m. of residual impurities; This solution obviously 
implies particular refinements in the realization and in the mounting 
of the container for the gas, which must be high-vacuum tight (up to 10- 6 

mm Hg) and easy to be degassed. 

The high value of the transfer rate A y in the case of xenon 
has suggested a method to measure, during the main experiment, the 
background neutrons due to those ,-u.- 's stopping in any light material 
present in the container for necessity of construction. Due to the low 
atomic number Z of these materials, the neutrons due to nuclear caE 
ture in light elements - as ifhas been said concluding 1. 1 - are emit
ted with a long mean lifetime ( A cC = O. 394 105 sec -1 in carbon, for 

(0) - The supplying firm is Engelhard Industries, Newark, N. J. , USA. 
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. (5)) h f h mstance ; t ere ore, t ey can-
not be eliminated by a time cut at 
times shorter than 1/ A. 0' which 
is the reference time as to the di 
sappearence of muons. A measu
rement of this background is ho~ 
ever possible, if within a short ~ 
me all the muons, which have fo!: 
med mesic atoms ,;«. p, may be co~ 
veyed on other high-Z atoms, which 
yield prompt capture neutrons. It 
is actually easy to see, using the 
parameters (8), that if the purified 
protonium is contaminated by a IjlOOJ 
proportion of xenon (which does not 
affect in a noticeable way the stop
ping power of the protonium), the 
mean requested time in order that 
the transfer process (5) to the xe
non atoms happen is about 200 na
nosec; remembering that, on the ~ 
verage, the nuclear capture of the 
muon in a ';«'Xe atom proceeds in 
an even shorter time, one gets that, 
after approximately 1 microsl c. , 
all the neutrons detected by th e ap 

paratus are certainly not due to p..- capture in hydrogen; and the expe
rimental conditions have not been affected. 

2.2. - The determination of the initial hyperfine structure 
state. - As it has been told in 1. 2, the system of mesic atoms, which 
is formed when a beam of negative muons is slowed down in hydrogen, 
is initially in a statistical mh{ture of triplet and singlet spin states. In 
our case, the mesic atoms diffuse throughout the gas, scattering against 
its atoms and undergoing some energy exchanges with them. The result 
of these exchanges is that the kinetic energy of the mesic atoms, from 
an initial value of about 1 eV, rapidly degrades towards the thermal va
lue (0.03 eV at 3000 K). 

Furthermore, as long as their kinetic energy is larger than 
the energy difference a.E between the triplet and the singlet state of 
the hyperfine structure ( a. E - O. 18 eV), the scattering reaction 

(e) p"p + p ~ #p + p 

(which is described by a cross section which we shall call 
ceeds in such conditions that: 

6"1 0) pro-, 

- after each scattering, the spin state of the ~p atom may 
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either be changed or be the same as before the process; 

- both the triplet 4singlet transition and the inverse one are 
allowed. 

On the contrary, when the kinetic energy of the ~p atoms is 
lower than AE, the triplet -'> singlet transition becomes irreversible, 
and within a certain time T the whole system of )A p atoms goes into the 
lower energy Singlet state; in this state, the cros-s section for process 
(9) has a different value, to which we refer as to bOo 

As to the data of the main experiment, it will therefore be 
sufficient to operate a time cut on the events, accepting only the neutrons 
detected after a time equal to t following the stopping of a A- i n hydro
gen, in order to be sure that the number obtained for the capture rate of 
reaction (1) has to be compared to the theoretical prediction for the para 
meter >. s. -

A second preliminary experiment has been performed at 
CERN(16) with a view to determining t; the technique has been based on 
the exceptional circumstance that the cross section for process (9) de
pends in a "resonant" way on the band of energies in which the mesic a
tom moves; more precisely, the theory(3, 17) foresees for E>1 0 a va
lue of the order of some 10- 19 cm2, whereas for '00 a number' of the 
order of magnitude of 10- 21 cm2. A determination of the scattering 
cross section for process (9), and occal;iunally uf the time inLerval afLer 
which its value decreases by almost two orders of magnitude has there
fore to supply the requested information. 

The measurement of the cross section for process (9) has been 
reduced essentially to the measurement of the mean free path of the m~ 

sic atoms ~ p, which has been determined by measuring the time distri 
bution of the fop systems which, after having been formed in gaseous 
hydrogen, attain the surface of foil made of a high-Z element, dipped in 
the gas itself. As in the first measurement discussed in 2. 1, the arri
val of the t<A p mesoatom to the surface of the foil, and the quick transfer 
of the muon from the "I<- p atom to the extraneous high-Z element has been 
identified by detecting the characteristic gamma radiation emitted during 
the de excitation of the new mesic atom. 

The first result of the measurement has been to show that, 
starting from an initial energy of about O. 5 eV, the ,« p atoms go defini 
tively in the singlet state within a time of about 30 nanosec. A time cut 
of this order of magnitude is then actually sufficient to be sure that the 
collected events are to be attributed to nuclear captures in mesic atoms 
and in the singlet state of their hyperfine structure. It is interesting to 
notic e that our results, among which only G'" 0 is listed in Table III for 
sake of brevity, are in disagreement with those obtained by ano ther 
team(18) in some preceeding measurements, which were performed by 
a technique in which the phenomena was observed in hydrogen not com
pletely purified by the presence of other elements. 

2 5 ~ 
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TABLE III 

Authors 6'0 x 1021 cm2 

A1berigi Quaranta et al. (16) 7. 6 ± O. 7 

Dzhelepov et al. (18) 167 ± 30 

Ze1'dovich and Gershtein(3)} 
C h 1 (17) (theoretical predictions) o en et a . 

{ 1. 2 

8. 2 

2.3. - The necessity of keeping the gas in a container "wi
thout walls". - The last competing channel of Fig. 2 which following 
this discussion has not yet been cut off is the one corresponding to the 
diffusion of the ,hoop system up to the walls of the container, with a sUQ 
sequent reaction (6), and nuclear capture of the muon in the heavy el~ 
ment YW, i. e., production of a background of delayed neutrons. Ano
ther result of the experiment described in 2. 2 has been the fact of all~ 
wing a precise determination of the danger coming from this channel, 
which can be obtained starting from the results got for the mean free 
path of the Ap atoms subject do process (9). It can actually be shown 
that, if R is the ratio between the number of A p atoms which are tra!!. 
sferred to the wall of the container after a time to, and the number of 
muons which decay after time to (under the hypothesis that muons are 
uniformely stopped in a container the diameter of which is 30 cm, .md 
which is filled with hydrogen at a pressure of 8 atm. ) the time depen
dence of R is the one shown in Fig. 4. As is shown by this plot, the a
symptotic value of this ratio, of the order of 2%, is such to create a 
completely preponderant neutron background; to see this, it is suffi
cient to underline once more that the rate of reaction (1) is an effect 
of the order of 1/1000 in comparison to the muon decay (2), and to r~ 
member the huge values quoted for the nuclear capture rates in heavy 
elements (Table I). 

The existence of the walls for the container seems to remo 
ve the possibility of performing the experiment also from another 
point of view. Let us suppose to set up the experiment on the lines of 
the one already quoted of the Columbia group: let the stopping of a muon 
be then defined (Fig. 5) by the coincidence signal of a telescope of cou!!. 
ters (which defines the beam) and by the anticoincidences of a box of 
plastic scintillators Ai, which surround the container T, and are pla
ced between the latter and the neutron counters Ni. In this case, also 
the muons stopping in the walls of the container are accepted as 
stopping in the target; but, in our case, the ratio between the latter 
and the number of those actually stopping in hydrogen is worsened by 
a factor close to 100, due to the decreased density of hydrogen; the 
acceptation of the muons stopping in the walls of T as if they were 
stopping in hydrogen would then imply to open the gate on the neutron 
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J R(X) 
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FIG. 4 - Time behaviour of 
R = (number of muons transferred to the wall of the container after 

time to) / (number of muons decaying after time to). 
The container is supposed to have a 30 cm diameter, and to be filled 
with pure hydrogen at a pressure of 8 abs. atm.; muons are assumed 
to stop uniformelyin the gas. (From ref. (19); figure reproduced with 
permission from Nuclear Instruments and Methods). 
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FIG. 5 - ,IA.- nuclear capture rate in gaseous hydrogen : a bad me
thod to define the event: " a ;-<- has stopped in hydrogen". 
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13. 
counters logic at such a large frequency that the accidental counts (even 
assuming that these are due only to the cosmic radiation) would constitu 
te a prohibitive background. 

To prosecute in setting up the experiment, therefore, it has 
been necessary to consider an avoidable matter the fact that the used 
container should be endowed with walls; and we have been led to conceive 
a device which ought to approximate the operation of a container without 
walls. 

The scheme is the following: if one suceeds, by an electronic 
operation, in accepting as a fo- stopping in hydrogen only those cases 
in which a muon has stopped in the gas at a distance from the walls la!: 
ger than a sufficiently large distance 9., the probability that the ;"'- p ~ 

tom formed in these conditions may attain the walls before the decay (2) 
happens can be made very small; and, on the other hand, the frequency 
of the gate signals which "wait" for the neutron counters signals is re
duced by a factor which takes it to proportions actually corresponding to 
the number of muons stopping in hydrogen. 

These operation have been realized by introducing in the con
tainer a complex structure of thin wires, suitably grouped and conve
niently polarized: the wires produce some electric fields similar to those 
due to a certain number of proportional counters, which work using the 
protonium itself as a filling gas. More precisely, as is shown in Fig. 6, 
the forementioned counters have been built as follows: 

a) a peripheral counter ( 7f), which operates producing an an
ticoincidence signal for each muon which stops at a distance from the 
side wall of the container smaller than 9. = 4. 5 cm (and in general in co!: 
respondence to any charged particle which crosses the 9. thickness); 

b) a cylindrical counter (/3) situated in the back of the contal 
ner (with reference to the entrance of the muon beam), which has anal£ 
gous anticoincidence functions connected to the back wall of the contai
ner. The effective thickness of /3 has been fixed with a view to compe!! 
sating any "dead angles" in the assembly of these anticoincidence coun-

40--_______ ... _________ 0 

---

FIG. 6 - Overall scheme of the complex structure of proportional cou!! 
ters working inside the container for the protonium to transform it i!! 

to a "target without waLs': 

25~ 
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ters, and so that the useful volume of the container might be in the neig!:!. 
horhood of the neutron counters Ni (see Fig. 10); 

c) a fast grid counter (eX) (i. e. a plane structure counter) pl~ 
ced close (0 the entrace flange of the container, and h aving coincidence 
functions. 

An (0(;; ~ ) signal can then be interpreted as if it were due to a 
muon which has entered the container, and has stopped in the useful re
gion V which is limited only by the electric fields due to counters d-,;3, 
'0. But these fields (see for instance Fig. 7, which shows the section 

structure of counter 0 ) are generated by some extremely thin wire s (the 
thickest ones have a 100 micron diameter) and not by a continuous wall; 
the original requirement that the gas should be contained in a V volume 
not limit ed by any material wall is therefore fulfilled. A calculation h as 
shown that the background neutrons due to the transfer process of muons 
from /<p atoms to the wires is les s than 5% of the "true" effect. 

• • • • •• 
• • • 

• 
• • 
• • 

• • • 

• 

VOLTAGe WIRes 

GROUND£ WfR£S 

FIG. 7 - The disposition of the groun
ded, and high voltage electrodes in the 
'if counter. This may be considered 
as the assembly of 16 counters with a 
quasi-cylindrical geometry, each of 
them being constituted by a high volt~ 
ge wire and by the adjadent grounded 
wires. 

ters). 

The assembly of the 
proportional counters, and their 
working characteristics, are d~ 
scribed in a paper by A lberigi 
Quaranta et al. (19).In T able IV 
some of these parameters are ~ 
ven, since they seem significant 
to show the difficulty which one 
meets while using proportional 
counters under high pressure 
conditions. The high pressure 
requested a special care in the 
mechanical study of the compo
nents, to prevent the possibility 
of any type of electrostatic dis
charge; and the long collection 
times for the electrons (and 
their fluctuations) have imposed 
all the tricks which have to be 
used while exploiting signals 
which may be elaborated by a r~ 
pid logic (plastic scintillators + 
+ neutron counters) together with 
pulses requiring slow electro
nics (i. e. the proportional coun-

Before concluding this section, it is important to underline that 
the device we constructed allows also a continuous control of the condition 
of purity for the filling gas. The operation of counter ~ , in fact, due to 
its huge effective volume, has shown to be critically conditioned by the p!,! 
rity of the protonium, in such a way that 20 p. p. m. of air, artificially i~ 
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troduced into the container, cause a variation of the counts connected to 
;; of the order of 60/0. During the experiment, the protonium was subsJi 
tuted each day, and, before starting the runs, it had been observed that 
the counts connected to t1 (in full beam conditions) were stable within 
O. 50/0 over a period of 4 days. 

TABLE IV 

Counter Protonium H. V. Duration to which a signal has to 
pressure (kV) be stretched if it has to be put in 

(abs. atm. ) coincidence with the counter pul-
se (microsec. ) 

<>c( 8 15 O. 5 

(!) 8 19 15 

0- 8 , 8. 2 15 

On the other hand, due to the specific properties of xenon, the 
injection of a 1/1000 proportion of this gas, which has been foreseen in 
2. 1 for the determination of the delayed background of neutrons due to the 
presence of light materials 0), does not affect sensibly the operation of 
the counters, in such a way that the measurement discussed in that sec
tion can be performed in analogous conditions as in the data taking not og 
ly as to the number of muons stopped in hydrogen, but also as to thE; wO£ 
king conditions of the assembly of the proportional counters. 

The setting up of this instrument, the prototype of which has 
been studied in this Institute, whereas its definitive model has been moug 
ted at CERN, has certainly been the most delicate and critical phase of 
the preparation of the experiment, which on the other hand has been made 
possible only by the realization of this device. 

3. - THE EXPERIMENT. -

Assuming that all the discussed competing processes (apart 
from react. (2), of course) have been eliminated by the methods cleared 
up in the preceeding section, the probability that in a mesic atom I"- p 
in the singlet state the nuclear capture (1) takes place is given by 

(0) - Light materials are mainly present in the container as insulating SUE 
ports for the high voltage wires; these supports have been made of 
Teflon (PTFE) due to the dielectric and thermal properties (degassabi
lity) of this material. 

2fJC 
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(10) 

one gets 

(11) 

Then 

(12) 

FUrthermore, calling 

N.M stop the number of muons stopped in hydrogen; 

Nn the corresponding number of neutrons due to process (1); 

t. n the efficiency of the system for detecting neutrons; 

N~ the number of counted neutrons; 

N' f the number of counted neutrons which are due to any sour 
n -

ce except reaction (1); 

Jl.n the total solid angle subtended by the neutron counters; 

T the time cut factor due to the finite duration of the gate 
which interrogates the logic of the neutron counters, 

N 
n P = -----=:=---

N ,.... stop 

" =PA = s 0 

= 
£ .Jl TN 

n n rstop 

On the other hand, since, in the conditions under which we are 
supposed to work, practically each muon stopped in hydrogen decays ac
cording to (2), by counting the decay electrons (using the same assembly 
of counters engaged in the neutron countings) it is possible to infer the 
value of N,Mstop; more precisely, if one calls 

one gets 

( 13) 

, 
N e the number of detected electrons; 

, 
N ef the number of electrons due to muon decay in mesic atoms 

~yt~p; . 

..Il.e the total solid angle under which the Ni counters see the elec 
trons coming from the useful volume V of protonium; 

£e the efficiency of the system to count electrons, 

N = 
,A stop 
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This method for the determination of the number of muons ac 
tually stopped in protonium is more reliable than the pure electronic count 
ing. which is given (see Fig. 10) by the signal of a telescope of coun- -
ters (1,2,"( ) (see Fig. 10) that is anticoincided by the possible pulses of 
counters ;; and 71 ; the reason of this fact is mainly due to the facility 
by which, in this condition, the electrons, detected by the same Ni are 
scaled under a solid angle similar to the one through which the neutrons 
are counted; furthermore, the electrons are accepted in the same time 
interval (fixed by the gate) which is imposed to the neutrons, i. e. the T 
factors are the same both in (12) and in (13). Substituting in (12) the ex
pression (13) one obtains 

(14) 
(N' - N' ) ~ ..Il. 
nne e 

(N' - N' )t. .II 
e ef n n 

Formula (14) expresses then the rate of reaction (1) as a fun£. 
tion of the most convenient experimental data. 

In what follows I will discuss shortly the apparatus built-up to 
get information on the variables which are in formula (14), and the gen~ 
ral features of the data taking and of the data analysis. 

3. 1. - The neutron detectors. - The detectors chosen to scale 
the emitted neutrons (and, in a separate measurement, the decay elec
trons) are of the same type of those used in the quoted experiment ()f thEl 
Columbia group; i. e. they are made by liquid organic scintillators(+), 
seen by photomultipliers. The advantage of this choice lies in the fact 
that these liquids can discriminate very efficiently between neutrons and 
gamma rays; and, in our experimental situation, the latter (due both to 
bremsstrahlung of the decay electrons in the walls of the container, and 
to the local background) may be even a factor 10 more numerous than 
the number of detected neutrons. 

The technique of discrimination, developed by Brooks (20), is 
based on the difference in the pulse shape due to the two different kinds 
of radiations, which produce in the scintillator recoil protons (the neu
trons) and electrons (gamma-rays). The scintillations processes due to 
protons and electrons, in fact, are governed by different time behaviour; 
this allows to insulate different time zones in any pulse, in such a way as 
to obtain, in correspondence to the particle which provoques it, two si
gnals; of these, one (ANi) has an amplitude corresponding to the energy 
of the particle whereas the other (CNi ) has an amplitude according to 
which one can infer which is the ~ of impinging particle. In Fig. 8, 

(+) - NE 213 liquid scintillators, supplied by Nuclear Enterprises (G. B) 
Ltd., Sighthill, Edinburgh, Scotland. 
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FIG. 8 - Distribution of pulses due to neutrons (upper band) and to 
gamma rays (lower band) in a typical plot of n - 7J discriminatioll 

(Abscissae: AEi; ordinates: CNi)' 

were a certain number of events of the experiment are displaced, one 
sees that the pulses due to neutrons (upper band of points) result clear
ly resolved from those due to gamma rays (lower band) in an (ANi, CNi) 
plane, 

The dimensions of our scintillators (¢ 18. 46 cm, thickness 10 
cm) are larger than those of the scintillators used in the Columbia exp~ 
riment; the choice of the new sizes has been determined by the necessi
ty of subtending the maximum solid angle compatible with losses in the 
energy resolution (due to the increased probability of dissipations in the 
light collection), The expected resolution is about 200/0, whereas the ef
ficiency is around 300/0. 

Our technique of pulse-shape discrimination between neutrons 
and gamma rays is simplified in comparison to the one developed by 
Brooks, and it has been checked in some measurements; these measur~ 
ments have been performed on the )A -channel of the 600 MeV CERN 
Synchrocyc1otron, with a view to determining the rates >.. cY of nuclear 
capture for negative muons in some elements Y (solid targets). The de 
termination of >.. cY has been reduced to the measurement of the time -di 
stribution of the neutrons delayed in comparison to the arrival of the 
muons in the target; the lifetime (;' of this distribution is actually given 



by the relation 

(15) 1/7: = >. + A 
cY dY 

(see Fig. 1), where Ady is the r a te at which process (2) proceeds in 
the mesic atom }--y(21); the AcY value are then calculated from the 
known values of A dY and 1: . 
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The technique used in these measurements(22) is different 
from the one followed by other teams(23, 24) for the determination of the 
~ cY rates in some of the considered elements. These authors defined in 

fact the )A - stopping in the targ~ by a coincidence -anticoincidence signal 
of plastic scintillators (1,2,3, LAil. where as usual counters 1,2 and 3 
constituted a telescope which was defining the incoming beam, whereas 
the anticoincidence counters Ai' encircling the target, (except from the 
entrance side)was supposed to guarantee that the muon had actually stoE. 
ped in it. In our measurements, the )-'- stopping in the target was defined 
by the further requirement that a NaI scintillator should detect, in coinci
dence to the (1,2,3, ~Ail pulse, a gamma ray, the energy of which had to 
correspond to a specific transition of the f'Y atom to its ground state. In 
this way it was certain that the mesic atom which was of interest had ac
tually been formed, and the measurement was free from the systematic e!:. 
ror due to the stopping of muons in the light elements present in plastic sci!! 
tillators, the accidental counts being then strongly reduced. 

The results of these measurements(o) are given in Table V , wli~ 
re they are compared to the data obtained by other groups. The value s ob
tained by us are extracted from low-statistics data, and they have not been 
enriched because the aim of the measurements was mainly that of checking 
the operationofthe new pulse-shape discrimination logic. In Fig. 9 our re
sults are compared with the theoretical curve due to Primakoff(2) for the 
dependence of >-cY from the atomic number Z of the capturing nucleus. 

3.2. - The experimental set-up and the electronics. - The 
experimental apparatus, mounted on the .P- -channel of the Synchrocy
clotron, is sketched in Fig. 10. The low energy muon beam (momentum 
around 100 MeV / c) is collimated, and defined by the coincidence of two 
plastic scintillators # 1 and # 2. A properly thick beryllium moderator 
is set on the beam trajectory, in order to reduce the energy of the parti 
cles to such values that they can stop in the useful volume V of gaseous
hydrogen; the moderator has furthermore been placed inside the contai 
ner to reduce losses due to multiple scattering in beryllium. 

The V volume is seen by four neutron detectors Ni ' symme-

(0) - These data are unpublished. 

26:: 
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FIG. 9 - Comparison of the theoretical 
plot, due to Primakoff, expressing the 
behaviour of ).. cY as a function of the 
characteristics of the Y nucleus, with 
the available experimental datas. a o is 

trically disposed around it, 
their axis being normal to 
the axis of the container; each 
N i counter is inserted in a c~ 
vity prepared in lead blocks 
as thick as 20 em, which are 
also protected by a 50 cm thick 
paraffing wall, to get a shield 
against gamma rays and low ~ 
nergy neutrons respectively . 

Between each Ni COU!! 

ter and the container a plastic 
scintillator Ai is enclosed, of 
such dimensions that any par~ 
cle leaving V and impinging on 
Ni has to cross Ai too, which 
on the other hand detects it with 
good efficiency only if the par~ 
cle is a charged one. 

A very simplifi ed sch~ 
me of the electronics is shown in 
Fig. 11; in what lollows I shall 
briefly discuss it, keeping in mind 
that the main function of this sy-

the Bohr radius for the muon. stem was to supply a signal which 
commands the data recording on

ly in correspondence of an event which i s worth while being analyzed. This 
operation is developed through the following steps: 

TABLE V 

Element Nuclear capture rate AcY x 106xec -1 

Alb .. Q I (22) engl uaranta et a . 
. . (23) 

Fll1ppas et al. s (24) ens 

W 12. 86 ± O. 45 - -- 11.92 +0.30 

Au 14. 87 ± O. 48 13.39±0.11 - --

Ir 12.93±0.99 - -- - --

Hg 14.23 ± O. 44 - -- - --

Pb 13. 90±0.59 12.98 ±0.10 11.7.0±0.75 

1) definition of the event: " a A- has stopped in hydrogen" 
( ~ -stop), which is performed in this way: 

- the beam of the incoming particles, which is controlled by 
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the MONITOR fast coincidence, as it has been mentioned, (MONI
TOR = (1, 2)), is defined with a better precision in connection to 
the V volume by the MASTER coincidence (MASTER = 1, 2, LAi , 
d-), which is still rather fast, since the oZ counter has time fluc 

tuations included within 500 nanosec (see Table IV). 

- The output of the MASTER coincidence is put in slow an 
ticoincidence with the mixed pulses coming from counters A and 0"-, 
the response of which has time fluctuations included (in 900/0 of the 
cases) within 15 microsec (see Table IV); this operation is done in 
the A. - STOP coincidence ( .M. - - STOP = 1, 2, ~ Ai, 0'-. , h ,0' ). 

The logic contains further complications which have the function 
of letting only those muons of the beam which are neither preceded, nor 

SHlnD - PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS 

=m 0(. COUNTf:R n(cTRIC rlf:LD 

II!lIIIIIi1IIII ft, COUNTf:R f:L(CTRIC rlf:LD 

~ ls' COUNTf:R f:L(cTRIC rtnD 

FIG. 10 - A- nuclear capture rate in gaseous hydrogen; scheme of the 
apparatus. (From ref. (19); reproduced with permission from Nuclear 

Instruments and Methods). 
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followed by another muon within a time interval of ± 10 microsec) to be 
accepted for further operation. The beam crossing the (1,2) telescope 
is of about 8 10 3 particles/sec, and the duty cycle of the machine is a
bout 400/0 in the conditions of the meas urements. The """,- - STOP coinc!:. 
dence scales correspondingly 15 - 20 counts/sec. In Fig. 11 all the de
lay lines necessary to perform the coincidences are not shown; furthe£ 
more, all the logic connected with the shaping of the pulses coming from 
the various detectors, which was of special importance mainly for the 
counters ~ , ('> , and '0', is neglected. 

The fo - -STOP anticoincidence would then supply a signal co£ 
responding to the stopping of an incoming negative muon in the protonium 
contained in the V volume. The following operation is that of int e rroga
ting, for a fixed time interval 6 t, the logic connected to the pulses of 
the neutron detectors; 6, t has been fixed keeping in mind the mean lif~ 
time of the muons, and it has been chosen long enough to allow a good 
measurement of the accidental counts ( At = 10 microsec). The output 
pulse of the A-- STOP coincidence is then stretched to this width, and 
is sent, together with the elaborated and mixed pulses coming from the 
Ni counters, into a slow coincidence (TRIGGER coincidence). This last 
circuit itself produces the command signal for the recording of the data, 
which have to describe the event corresponding to the JA- stop and to the 
neutron (or electron) correlated to it; 

2) identification of a possible neutron: the NEUTRON -TRIGGER. 
From each Ni counter (see Fig. 11) two pulses are then derived, one f r om 
the anode (A), and one from the last dynode of the photomultiplier (0). 
The NiO pulse, coming from the dynode, is sent into a window discrimin~ 
tor, so that only those pulse amplitudes which correspond to the required 
energies are accepted. The output pulses of the Ni discriminators are fu£ 
thermore. 

sent to four (Ai, Ni) coincidences, which are mixed to give a 
signal ~ (Ai' Ni); 

- directly mixed to get a .!. Ni signal. 

When one wants to effectuate some neutrons countings (NEU
TRoN -TRIGGER), the ~ Ni signals are sent to a (N, E) circuit where 
they are anticoincided by the E (Ai, Ni) Signal, which denounces whe
ther the particle counted by Ni' and selected in amplitude, is charged. 
If on the other hand a Ni counter is triggered without any pulse in the co£ 
responding Ai, the pulse of the (N, E) anticoincidence is let free to go i!! 
to a gated discriminator GO. GO is ordinarily closed, but is open during 
the whole width of a gate signal coming from the MASTER coincidence, 
which should last 10 microsec, unless it is shut before by 

- any of the Ai. giving a pulse before the arrival of the neutron; 
- the neutron itself immediately after its passage. 

In this case then, a signal of the TRIGGER coincidence means 

26 
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that, within a time interval of 10 microsec. after the stopping of a muon 
in hydrogen, the Ni counters have seen a neutral particle, the energy of 
which is included in the fixed limits; 

3} identification of an electron: the ELECTRON -TRIGGER. -
In the case in which one wants to detect the decay electrons, these are i
dentified by the signals of the (Ai' Ni ) coincidences correlated with those 
of the .;fA. - -STOP coincidence. The operations which are changed in the ~ 
lectronic logic are: 

- the E (Ai, Ni) signal is put in coincidence with the I-Ni si
gnal in the (N, E) coincidence; 

- the "l.. Ai signal has to be eliminated among the pulses which 
switch off the gate to the gated discriminator GD; 

- the '0 anticoincidence counter has to be switched off. 

The necessity of this last operation (the 'r counter would othe!:. 
wise anticoincide the electrons which we want to scal e ) would imply 
that the detected electrons arrive from mesic atoms which have been for 
med in the whole section of the container, and not only in the V volume; 
and the corresponding solid angl e .1l.e is therefore different from the one 
(Jl n ) to be considered in the case of the NEUTRON -TRIGGER. To minimi 
ze this drawback, the electrons countings are performed: 

- separately for each Ni; 

- by switching off each time only the fourth section of couni er i1 
which faces the measuring Ni detector (see Fig. 10). 

In this way, the measurements are performed with sufficiently 
similar solid angles both in the NEUTRON and in the ELECTRON TRIQ. 
GER. At any rate, corrections are foreseen to take this difference into 
account in the data analysis. 

3.3. - The data recording and the measurements. -

I} The neutrons. For each pulse of the TRIGGER coincidence. one is 
interested in knowing the following data: 

a} The (t - to) time interval between the tIA-- 's stop in hydrogen 
and the detection of the neutral particle by the neutrons detectors logic. 
This parameter is supplied in analogic form by a time-to-pulse-height 
converter (TPHC); 

b} the amplitude of the signals ANi and CNi. - As one can see 
from Fig. 11, these two pulses (the second of 'which is supplied by the an£ 
de of counter Ni) are obtained by two circuits (LINEAR GATES) which let 
to pass only that fraction of the input signal which is coincided by an op~ 
ning gate, coming from a DELAYED TRIGGER UNIT (DTU). By differe~ 
tly adjusting the aelay and the widths of the pulses of the two DTU, one 
succeds in obtaining discrimination figures as the one shown in Fig. 8; 

c} which of the Ni counters has given the signal; 

26' 
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d) information on the stability of the apparatus. 

These information are supplied in digitized form by the print 
of the SCALERS, which count: 

- the output pulses of the main coincidence and anticoinciden
ce circuits; 

- the output pulses of three analog-to-digital converter (ENCQ. 
DER), which transform in pulse trains, the length of which is proportio
nal to the amplitude of the input pulse, the signals forementioned in a) 
and b); 

- the output pulse of an auxiliary circuit, rot shown in Fig. 11, 
which supplies a code number for each Ni counter. 

For each TRIGGER, moreover, the following pulses are di
splayed on four oscilloscope tracks, seen by a camera: 

- any pulse coming from the ,0' counter (first track) and from 
the f':> counter (second track) within a time interval of 40 microsec. af
ter and 10 microsec. before the to time defined by the ,A- -STOP coinci
dence. The latter circuit covers actually only a 15 micro sec. interval 
(see Table IV), in order not to introduce too big losses in the acceptance 
of the incoming beam (remember that any frequency of incoming muons 
lower than 1 partllO microsec is acceptable). The recording on the film 
of the f'> and ~ signals with these time limits allows a further selection 
of the events defined as ",t.: 's stopping in hydrogen, in such a way t l)at 
the inefficiency of the /'J and ~ anticoincidences is actually reduced to 
less than 10/0; 

- the signal coming from the )-<.- -STOP coincidence, and the 
one produced by the TRIGGER coincidence, correlated with the former 
(third track); the measurement of the distance between these signals on 
the track allows a control of the measurement of the times (t - to) and 
also of the stability of the TPHC and of the ENCODERS; 

- the two signals CNi and ANi (fourth track) with analogous a.':! 
xiliary functions. 

The signal coming from the TRIGGER coincidence cuts off an 
electronic paralysis which is normally blocking the ENCODERS and the 
SCALERS connected to these; furthermore, it triggers the motor which 
has to bring forward the impressed film, and the data printing system. 
Immediately afterwards, the measurements re-begins. 

An event recorded during a NEUTRON -TRIGGER measurement 
is described by a series of numbers ( digitized outputs of the data), to 
which a photograph of the oscilloscope tracks is associated (analogic form 
of the data output); the photograph of a "good" event is shown in Fig. 12. 

2) The electrons. - During the electrons measurements, no ig 
terest is attached to the data corresponding to the CNi and ANi pulses ; 
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and the importance of the anticoincidences !3 and 7 is much reduced. 
For any ELECTRON -TRIGGER event one is then led to print-only the 
TPHC output and the most necessary data which control the stability 
of the apparatus. In such a way a factor 5 is gained in the time requi
red for the measurement. 
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FIG. 12 - 1"-- nuclear capture rate in gaseous hy
drogen: photogram of an event. In the figure four 
oscilloscope tracks, are displayed; the upper ones, 
(apart from an empl y space in the second track, 
which corresponds to a pulse of time reference) 
are empty, thus meaning that. no anticoincidence 
pulse from the /'J and ;r counters are present. 
On the left of the figure, some numbers are visi
ble, which give the order number of the event and 
the number of the film over which the photogram 
is found. At each photogram a digitized descrip
tion of the event is also associated. 

In conclusion, and remembering what has been told in sect. 
2. land 2. 3 on the measurement of the background neutrons (and, co!: 
respondingly, of the background el ectrons ) scaled by the apparatus, 
and coming from mesic atoms differing from the A p systems, the 
main foreseen and performed measurements on the parameters of fo!: 
mula (14) are listed in Table VI. It has to be underlined that, whereas 
the pure electronic counting directly supplies the N~ and N~f numbers, 
it is only by the analysis of the collected events that one is able to arri 
ve to the determination of the corresponding N~ and N:U of Table VI. -

2 6 £1 
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TABLE VI 

Filling gas TRIGGER Obtained datum 

, 
Pure Protonium (8 abs. atm. ) 1 NEUTRON Nn 

ELECTRON N' 
e 

Protonium (8 abs. atm. ) + 10
/

00 
Xe { NEUTRON N' 

nf , 
ELECTRON Nef 

3. 4. - The data analysis. -

1) - The recognition of the "good" events. - During the neu
trons measurements, about 6000 events of the form of the one in Fig. 12 

. . I I 
have been collected. Thelr acceptahon as events of the Nn (or Nnf) cat~ 
gory is established through the following steps: 

- for each neutron detector, and for every measurement, the 
ANi and CNi pulses of all the events are collected in n - '0 plots of the 
type of the one in Fig. 8; 

- all the events the photograms of which show some pulses on 
the tracks reserved to the (!, and ';5' anticoincidences, within proper lJ: 
mits are rejected. This selection reduces the number of events by a fa.£ 
tor of the order of 3; 

- for each still acceptable event, the positi on of its (ANi, CN i) 
point is examined on the n - '0 plot of the considered measurement, and 
the event is rejected if the point falls within the zone reserved to gamma
-rays; this selection reduces the number of photograms by a factor close 
to 7. 

On these "true" neutrons two more discriminations are opera-
ted: 

- in time: only those events for which the (t - to) time is big
ger than O. 6 micro sec. are accepted, to eliminate the residual counts 
of neutrons due to those )"-- directly stopping in high-Z materials sur
rounding the V volume; 

- in energy: only those neutrons which give pulses of ampli
tude corresponding to energies larger than 1 MeV are accepted. It is us~ 
ful to remember now that the neutrons coming from (1) have a fixed ene~ 
gy (5.2 MeV), but that the distribution of the recoil protons extends down 
to low energies; to this phenomenon another loss in monocromaticity is 
added by the fact that the neutrons, before arriving on the Ni detectors, 
may scatter against hydrogen, the walls of the container, the plastic 
scintillators Ai, the glass containing the liquid scintillator, etc. 
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The picture we have drawn of the measurements executed on 
the collected datas are necessarily a quite schematic one; the analysis 
is made of many other checks and measurements, which we omit here 
for sake of brevity. 

2) - The evaluation of the efficiencies and of the solid angles. -
To evaluate the £ n, An' ::. e' ..Q. e parameters which are in formula 
(14), one has to rely on calculations, which are made more complicate 
by the fact that the particular source of neutrons (electrons) which we fa
ce here is not a point-like source, but a diffused one ( =- V volume). This 
implies that: 

- the solid angles may be evaluated only when the spatial distr.i 
bution of the muons stopped in V is known; 

- the pulses in the neutron detectors N i depend on the direction 
of incidence; 

- as has been told in 1), the energies of the emitted neutrons 
degrade before they attain the Ni detectors. 

It has therefore been necessary to calculate these parameters 
mainly by a computation, performed by a Montecarlo Method, which keeps 
account of the following facts: 

- the cross sections for the neutrons vary with the energy; 

- the scintillator liquid contains carbon besides hydrogen; 

- the geometry of the Ni counters is such that the incoming 
neutrons may overcome multiple scatterings; 

- the response of the detectors is not linear at the energies we 
consider. 

This phase of the data analysis is the most critical one, both 
owing to the difficulties of the computation, and because the result of the 
measurement (and its error) depends directly on the value assumed for 
the efficiencies and the solid angles. 

The data analySis is proceeding(o). We hope to be able to re 
lay at least 400 counts of neutrons actually coming from reaction (1). -

(0) - The preliminary results of the experiment have recently appeared 
on Physics Letters (24 bis). 
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4. - APPENDIX. -

In what follows, some elements of the theoretical frame wi
thin which reaction (1) is currently discussed are given; the reader may 
find a thorough discussion in the literature(2, 4, 5, 25, 26). 

The prediction for the nuclear capture rate for reaction (1) is 
obtained starting from a matrix element of the type 

M '" gVU" ~ (1 + 15) U"u (Un "/(~ Up) + 
(16 ) 

+ gA UI' ~r5 (1 + t 5) U,.... (Un '6'p. 0 5 Up) + h. c. 

where gv and gA are the vector and axial coupling constants r espective-
ly, rp' (~ = 1,2,3,4) and 'r 5 are the Dirac matrices, and Ui is 
the wave function for the ~ - th particle. 

In the non-relativistic limit, formula (16) reduces to 

(17) 

Remembering that 

s -3/4 if the r p system is in the singlct state. 

1 1/4 if the ,M p system is in the triplet s tate. 

it is easy to notice that the strong dependence of the interaction from the 
hyperfine structure state is already present in equation (17). However, 
before being used to compute the transition probability, the matrix ele
ment has to be renormalized, to take in account the fact that, in process 
(1), also particles with a strong structure are present. The consequent 
modifications have been evaluated by Primakoff, which has obtained a 
matrix element of the type 

( 18) 

where k is the neutrino momentum, and, if M is the proton mass, and 
t< p and ~ n the magnetic moments of the proton and of the neutron re
spectively, 

Gv " g~ (1 + k/2M) 

(19 ) GA = ~ - g~ (1 + ~p - I" n)k/2M 

Gp = (g:- g;- g;(l + f'<p - ,.,... )) k/2M. 
n 
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Due to the renormalization effects, then, the bare coupling 
constants appear to be replaced by form factors, which are functions of 
the quadrimomentum transfer; in particular, the possibility of interm~ 
diate one-pion states implies the presence of the pseudoscalar induced 
coupling gp' whereas the (;U. p - fon) terms (weak magnetism terms) are 
due to intermediate two-pion states. The theory foresees, moreover, 
that 

(20 ) 

By connecting the g~ and tv constants to the corresponding 
coupling constants for ~ decay, one gets the following expression for 
the nuclear capture rate for process (1): 

(21) 

where 

(22 ) 

(23) 

-1 
sec 

a = G
2 + 3G

2 
+ G2 

- 2G G 
V A pAp 

Formula (21) leads to the predictions for the A sand >.. t p~ 
rameters which the experimentalists have to verify. It has been deduced 
by the following assumptions: 

1) L - invariance of the theory; 

2) CP - invariance; 

3) Locality of the interaction for the leptonic particles; 

4) Complete muon-electron symmetry; 

5) Universality of the Fermi interaction; 

6) V -A form of the interaction; 

7) Conserved muonic number. 

From equation (21), and since the g~ and g1 constants are suf
ficiently well known, it is clear that a measurement of >.. , besides being 
a test of the validity of the assumptions 1)-7), leads to a measurement of 
gp' a constant over which one has not yet cleared up one's ideas. The e~ 
periments performed up to date on nuclei of different size(25) give discr~ 
pant values for gp' and the reasons for these discrepancies are not at all 
clarified. 
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In the experiment we executed, the nuclear capture reaction (1) 
was observed in the singlet state of the hyperfine structure for the up sy
stem. This will yield a value of gp with an error of the order of 200/0. A 
most favourable situation would be realized for this purpose if one could 
observe reaction (1) proceeding from the triplet state: in such conditions, 
in fact, it is easy to see that the matrix element (18) is mainly due to the 
pseudoscalar coupling. 

The author is particularly indebted to Dr. E. Zavattini for the 
many discussions on the argument of this lecture. 
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